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Easter Again?! 

A homily by Rev. Roberta Finkelstein © 

Sunday April 21, 2019 

 

 As many of you know, I plan to retire from full time ministry at the end of 

July, which means there have been a lot of ‘the last time doing this’ moments in 

the past church year. Some have brought sadness – my last no-rehearsal Christmas 

pageant. Some relief – my last budget cycle. And now this, my last Easter sermon 

– which brings great rejoicing because Easter is a really, really hard holiday for 

Unitarian Universalist ministers to deal with. Truth is, I was sort of hoping 

candidating week would begin with Easter so I didn’t have to write this sermon at 

all. “Why?” you may ask. Because Easter is just impossible for us to deal with 

liturgically and theologically. Why do we even celebrate Easter as UU’s, given that 

we don’t believe in the central event around which Easter and all of Christianity 

evolved? I’m talking about the resurrection, just in case you’ve forgotten. 

 I thought the easiest way to deal with Easter this year would be to revisit 

some of my past attempts to make UU sense of Easter and re-evaluate them.  Going 

back several decades we find a newly minted Rev. Roberta trying to connect Easter 

to all the other spring holidays. To Passover – well, that’s easy because it says right 

in the Gospels that Good Friday was a Seder meal. Then it gets all confusing when 

the crucified Jesus becomes the Paschal lamb. And those same Gospels, at the 

point when they seem to blame the people of Jerusalem – the Jews – for the death 

of Jesus, well those verses have been used for millennia as the basis for vicious 

anti-Semitic propaganda. So thumbs down to that set of sermons. (I wish we had a 

loud buzzer as a prop for this sermon.) 

 Next, we find Rev. Roberta making the case for Easter as a variation on 

several different earth-based spring rites. She said this, “It is the ancient story that 

nature tells every spring. Crocuses break through the brown, frozen ground and 
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bloom. Sometimes they are greeted with snow instead of warm sun, but they don’t 

care. One day there is nothing there but brown, dead looking dirt. The next day 

flowers have risen. The old nature religions from before Christianity all celebrated 

the arrival of spring as a kind of rebirth. In fact some of those old celebrations have 

become part of our modern Easter celebrations. In Celtic and Germanic earth 

religions, the Goddess of Spring is named Ostara? Doesn’t that sound a little bit 

like Easter? And guess what the symbols for Ostara are? Eggs and white rabbits! 

And then there is the ancient Northern European Goddess named Artio. She 

appears as a bear. What do bears do in the winter? They hibernate. And when 

spring comes they rise up again.” 

 But if you think about it theologically, that is all wrong for Easter. Easter is 

not a celebration of something that happens reliably, year after year. As Scott 

Tayler, Soul Matters Lead, reminds us, “Spring and Easter don’t preach the same 

sermon. Spring promises the inevitability of relief: The cold will end on its own 

and the flowers will naturally bloom. Easter tells us that wholeness won’t come 

without work. Spring says sit still and watch the dirt transform to beauty. Easter 

says get busy and make friends with dry earth. Dig in and don’t be afraid of 

blistering your hands. The pain, sorrow and bloodied soiled is not redeemed by the 

seeds; it is the seed. Don’t run away from the pain. Don’t wait it out. Instead, trust 

it. If you do the work to befriend it, it will leave you whole.” Okay, another Easter 

theme out the window. (Loud buzzer here.) 

 Then there were the years when I pointed out the great irony of the story – 

that after Jesus died all the disciples fled in fear and self-preservation. Except for 

the women. The women stayed, they kept vigil, and they discovered the empty 

tomb! Women were the first witnesses to the resurrection. The great irony, of 

course, is that the institution built on that core, formative experience – the 
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resurrection witnessed first by women – became one of the most patriarchal 

institutions in the history of the world. OK, that still preaches. No buzzer. 

 The other Easter sermon seed that still preaches is the one based on UU 

theologian Henry Nelson Wieman’s concept of creative interchange. Process 

theology posits that God is not a noun but a verb; a divine intention at work in the 

universe, something constantly and restlessly seeking to influence the direction of 

our choices without compromising our human freedom. Wieman believed that this 

divinity makes itself known among people and between people and the rest of 

creation. When open-minded and open-hearted people get together in groups 

designed to be transformative, something happens. He called that something 

creative interchange. 

Wieman’s theory about the resurrection is that when Jesus gathered his 

followers and engaged them in deep and provocative conversations, when he 

pushed them to think in new categories, to be merciful and compassionate and 

attentive to those on the margins of their society, this phenomenon called creative 

interchange happened. The Rev. Meg Barnhouse described it thusly: “. . .  Wieman  

imagines that this new life the Jesus followers experience is not even about Jesus, 

really, but about the creative interchange among them, the way they hear each 

other and understand each other, the way they love each other and anticipate each 

other’s needs. That’s what God is, Wieman says: the transformation that happens 

for them in community. In that community the old rituals, like sharing a Passover 

meal or washing each other’s feet, seem brand new. That tidal wave of energy 

surges through them, again and again. They feel fully, simply present.  When Jesus 

leaves them—or rather, when they leave him as he’s taken to trial—and then when 

Jesus is killed, they think that’s all over. They flee for their lives; they hide in their 

homes, in the countryside. Their disappointment and sense of loss are immense. 

This wasn’t what was supposed to happen. But they can’t stay apart from each 
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other. They need each other. And when they come back together, when they mourn 

together, they begin to feel like they did when Jesus was around. That’s what the 

resurrection means, Wieman says. To paraphrase him: “The life-transforming 

creativity previously known only in fellowship with Jesus begins again to work in 

the fellowship of Jesus’ followers. It’s the sense of their own best selves that has 

risen from the dead. Since the followers have never experienced this anywhere 

except with Jesus, they think “the man Jesus” is actually present, walking and 

talking with them. “But what rises from the dead,” Wieman says, “is not the man 

Jesus; it is the creative power” that Jesus embodies, and that they felt when they 

were with him.”   

 That’s it. I’m going to leave you to it. Easter will come again in this 

sanctuary. A different minister will be in the pulpit but many of you will still be in 

the pews. What will you expect of your Easter service? I will likely be sitting in the 

pews somewhere, scratching my head and asking, “What really happened? What 

does it mean? Why do I care?” Happy Easter friends! 

 


